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ICRE EFFICIENCY IS PRIMARILY A FUNCTION OF EXPANSION RATIO
Figure 1. CR vs. Efficiency, propane fuel - taken from reference (1)

Figure 1 illustrates the relationship between compression ratio and efficiency in
the Otto-cycle (expansion = compression) and the Atkinson-cycle (expansion >
compression).

ICRE EFFICIENCY IS SECONDARILY A FUNCTION OF SPECIFIC HEAT RATIO
Figure 2. CR vs. Efficiency, hydrogen fuel - taken from reference (2)
Note the black curves (on the left) representing conventional ICRE efficiency.

Figure 2 also illustrates the relationship between compression ratio and
efficiency using the ideal Otto-cycle (constant volume combustion) and in
addition, the effect of fuel to air ratios (Lean vs. Stoichiometric Φ). The blue
curve “Lean Φ =0.4” - shows how lean mixtures improve efficiency.

Thus, the keys to higher ICRE efficiency are:
1) the ideal Otto-cycle using lean F/A mixtures,
2) a high compression & expansion ratio(3) and
3) cycle compounding (near Atkinson cycle performance).
1. Edwards, C. F., Development of Low-Exergy-Loss, High-Efficiency Chemical Engines,
GCEP at: http://gcep.stanford.edu/pdfs/QeJ5maLQQrugiSYMF3ATDA/2.6.6.edwards_06.pdf
2. Van Blarigan & Goldsborough, Toward the Development of a Thermodynamic Fuel Cell, Sandia
National Laboratories, as given to the Hydrogen, Fuel Cells & Infrastructure Technologies
Program, Merit Review and Peer Evaluation, March 2003 at:
http://www.eere.energy.gov/de/pdfs/conf-03_der_pr/van_blarigan.pdf

3. As CR/ER increases the entropy generated decreases. Analysis shows that the ideal Otto-cycle
has the highest ICRE efficiency. For an in depth analysis on this see the ongoing work of
Edwards, C.F., et al., Development of Low-Exergy-Loss, High-Efficiency Chemical Engines at:
http://gcep.stanford.edu/pdfs/ryhz9TjH9TbEp9qJ290tWQ/2.6.3_edwards_2008_hq.pdf

The Free-Piston Floating Stroke (FP-FS) Engine
US Patent 7,258,086 – Foreign & other Patents Pending
Crankshaft engines are limited in the CR/ER that can be realized - due to
combustion constraints imposed by kinematics. i.e. combustion is “force fit”
into piston motion. Constant volume combustion is precluded.
Free-piston engine geometry inherently provides a variable CR/ER – that can
accommodate a range of combustion methods – including HCCI/PCCI.
i.e. the piston motion is the result of the combustion regime used.
HCCI/PCCI produces rapid and near constant volume combustion (50 – 200μs)
but requires a higher CR (typically >30:1) to produce this “rapid combustion”.
HCCI/PCCI also permits operating at low equivalence ratios (Φ = .2 - .6) which
requires even higher CR. Thus, meeting the three key conditions given in the
first panel can yield a theoretical efficiency ~75% (@ 40:1 CR) and an

actual operating efficiency of +/- 60%.
But, HCCI/PCCI is inconsistent due to charge variation from cycle to cycle,
and has proven difficult to implement in practical engines. The Free-Piston
Floating Stroke (FP-FS) engine is being developed to provide a fuel flexible,
high efficiency, low emissions alternative to conventional crankshaft ICRE.
The FP-FS engine utilizes HCCI/PCCI over the full load range. See Fig. 3 below.

Figure 3, 1.6L FP-FS engine
The FP-FS engine operates on the four-stroke ideal Otto-cycle by employing
an adaptive control “floating stroke” operating method - resulting in an
indeterminate stroke and CR from cycle to cycle. i.e. The CR is unlimited and
reaches whatever the pressure/temperature required by the current charge
conditions to achieve “rapid combustion”.
In order for a four-cycle free-piston engine to function, a minimum of four
cylinders is required. To assure HCCI/PCCI, the engine must be limited to four
cylinders (only one cylinder in compression at any time). Thus, the FP-FS
engine is exclusively configured with four-cylinders. In the FP-FS engine,
HCCI/PCCI effectively produces constant volume combustion.
Subsequent to the constant volume combustion, piston acceleration in the
expansion stroke is high, thereby causing rapid gas expansion (work
extraction) and cooling – which reduces heat transfer losses. As a result of a
higher CR, the combustion chamber wall area is also less than in a
conventional engine, which also reduces losses. These lower heat transfer
losses can also improve cycle compounding performance.

Without a crankshaft, the FP-FS engine power output is provided by an
oscillating pivot shaft. The oscillating pivot shaft rotation, CW then CCW, is
typically in the range of 90 degrees – as illustrated in Figure 4 below. This
oscillating motion may be used to directly drive a compressor, hydraulic pump
or electrical generator. Rotary shaft power extraction is provided by the use of
a mechanical rectifier integrated with the pivot shaft – see Figure 3.

The FP-FS engine operation closely matches the theoretical
parameters for a high efficiency engine - as defined by the
research of Edwards et al.(4) (From an ongoing GCEP study at the
Dept. of Mechanical Engineering, Stanford University, California )
Figure 4 – FP-FS 1.6L engine – Single Stroke Sequence

ANALYSIS OF HCCI/PCCI COMBUSTION IN THE FP-FS ENGINE
As will be shown subsequently, there is, for any given engine charge, a critical
CR, and therefore charge temperature, that must be attained to produce the
HCCI/PCCI rapid combustion mode (and hence achieve constant volume
combustion). Exceeding the critical CR and predicting the start of combustion
(SOC) are essential for proper operation of the FP-FS engine adaptive control.

Dr. Goldsborough, Assistant Professor Mechanical Engineering at Marquette
University, has developed a unique methodology for the prediction of the SOC
in HCCI. The model that has been developed is based on data obtained from
experimentation using the Rapid Compression Expansion Machine (RCEM)
developed at Sandia National Laboratory by Van Blarigan et al. The RCEM
closely simulates the rapid compression, HCCI ignition, and subsequent
charge expansion of a real free-piston engine – see Figure 5a.(5) This model
also has a unique graphical presentation of HCCI which clearly illustrates the
SOC as a function of instantaneous CR – see Figure 5b below & 6 (next panel).
Figure 5a left & Figure 5b right

Ref. 5, Figure 1: SNL RCEM
SNL RCEM Specifications, Ref. 5 Table 1
Bore
76.2 mm
Stroke
254 mm (max)
234 mm
(average)
Bore to Stroke Ratio @ TDC
5.1 @ CR = 16:1
9.6 @ CR = 30:1
16.9 @ CR = 50:1
Piston Mass
2.89 kg
Compression Time
13 - 15 ms
Expansion Time
10 - 12 ms
Compression Ratio Variable; utilized 16-50:1
Pressure Capacity

Ref. 5, Figure 4, Comparison of RCEM
and 0D model temperature and pressure
histories versus instantaneous CR for a
high CR “motored” run.

>30MPa

4. Teh, K-Y et al: Thermodynamic requirements for maximum internal combustion engine cycle
efficiency, Part 1 and 2, Int. J. Engine Res. Vol. 9, 2008.
5. Goldsborough, S.S, A Rapid Compression Expansion Machine for Chemical Kinetic
(HCCI) Studies, Paper #E22, Combustion Institute, WSS meeting March 2007, Fig. 1, Table 1 & Fig. 4

The FP-FS engine operates in a manner very similar to that realized in
laboratory RCM and in particular, the characteristics of the RCEM employed
by Van Blarigan at Sandia. The methodology developed by Dr. Goldsborough
to characterize the RCEM is now being used to analyze the FP-FS engine.
Figure 6(6) is a plot of computed temperature histories vs. Instantaneous CR
showing the departure of charges from the compression trajectory due to
chemical heat release - note the critical CR occurring at a 25:1 ratio then the
shape of the rate of temperature rise resulting from over and under (critical)
compression. Also note the partial oxidation run where initial pressure was
0.2MPa vs. 0.1MPa for full ignition cases.
Figure 7(7) is a plot of temperature histories of six H2-air runs versus CR
illustrating a shift in the heat release behavior from rapid ignition to slow
oxidation as the maximum compressed temperature is reduced. This
illustrates potential reactions when the “critical” CR is not reached.

Figure 6, Ref. 6 - Fig. 4

Figure 7, Ref. 7 - Fig. 3

In the present FP-FS engine study, a series of varying charge conditions,
including initial temperature, pressure and fuel/air ratios are modeled and
the influence of each on the critical CR required to attain rapid ignition is
analyzed. Figures 8, 9 & 10 below are based on a CA50 of ~ 2.4CAD BTDC.

Figure 8
Figure 8 and 9 differ only in the initial
charge pressure - 0.5 bar and 1.5 bar
respectively. Figure 9 illustrates, for a
given equivalence ratio, that lowering
initial charge temperature increases the
required Critical CR. For 273K, CCR = 54
and for 333K, CCR = 37. Figure 8, shows
for these temperatures the respective
CCRs increases to 72 and 48. Figure 10
illustrates the peak cylinder pressure for
the range of pressure and temperature
analyzed. A practical engine would
potentially use 0 – 30 C and 0.5 to 1.0 bar.

Figure 9

Figure 10

6. Goldsborough, S.S., Autoignition of lean iso-octane – air mixtures in an RCEM, Paper #07F-62
Combustion Institute, WSS meeting October 2007
7. Goldsborough, S.S., Autoignition of H2 – air Mixtures under Dynamic Conditions using an
RCEM: Investigating Transitions from Rapid Ignition to Slow Oxidation, Paper #C12,
Combustion Institute, WSS meeting March 2007

